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Abstract—Public demand on formal education has increased, especially on universities. This has caused universities as strategic sectors that are expected to create a quality human resource. The completion amongst universities tends to increase year to year. This condition demands universities to improve the quality of its education and institution to be excellent in the tight competition. Therefore, this study aims to find out the effect of the trust and the image of universities on student intention using word-of-mouth (WOM) as moderating variables. The population of this study is prospective students in Bandung. This study uses deductive qualitative and survey methods. The analytical tool that is used is structural equation modeling (SEM) based on component or a variance that is known as partial least square (PLS) with 138 prospective students in Bandung as respondents. The result of the study shows the positive and significant effect of trust and the image of institutions on students intention. WOM is proved to give a positive and significant effect as a variable that strengthens the relations between the image of universities and student intention and also strengthens the relations between Trust and student intention. This empirical evidence explains that trust and the image of universities are other important factors that can build student intention because students rely on word-of-mouth (WOM) which has a persuasive role in influencing students' decision.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The number of high school /Islamic High school graduates in 2015 in West Java is 1.62 million, with 60% (975,000) continue their study to higher education. The number of vocational school graduates is 1.17 million, only 8% (94,000) who continued to study in higher education. The total number of high school graduates that continued to higher education is around 1.1 million people a year. If the capacity of state-universities is 250,000 students per year (2,500 students per university), the 850,000 potential students will be contested by 3,100 private universities (approximately 275 new students per university).

The above data shows the high competition at the higher education sector, especially between private universities in attracting a market of new this tight competition demands a good knowledge and marketing strategy in attracting prospective students from many high schools / vocational schools in Indonesia. Most private universities in Indonesia are facing difficulties in obtaining the numbers of new students and it affects to the universities’ survival. On the other hand, prospective students can easily to choose a university that meets their needs. A good quality service of a university is expected to be promoted to other students [1].

Many private universities are offered to prospective students (as customers), they have the freedom to choose a university that can meet or satisfy their expectations. The sampled university in this research is Widyatama University (Universitas Widyatama) or UTAMA is one of the best universities which promote their excellence in producing compatible graduate as their slogan “Friendly Campus for Future Business Pro”.

There are several reasons why customer / prospective students choose a university e.g. the interaction between service provider (universities) with students as the service users, how the environment of higher education institutions affects the students’ opinion as users, and how the results of higher education management affect the students’ opinion on the service quality provided by the universities. Students who are satisfied with the service will be loyal customers and they will recommend the university to new students if the university has better facilities than other universities.

In addition to the image of the institution, the trust from prospective students to the image of the university is another important factor that builds students intention. Trust as someone’s willingness to choose a brand and its risk because there is an expectation that the brand will give them a positive result [2]. This means that prospective students trust has an important role in increasing student interest that can be measured by the capability of a university in fulfilling the expectations of prospective students, the services offered, and the nature of the environment that are given to prospective students to have students trust on the university they choose. The integrity between trustees adheres principles which are considered to match the trustor [3].
II. Prospective students rely more on word-of-mouth (WOM) in evaluating the services and the quality of education offered by UTAMA because the quality measurement with accreditation assessment and the length of study, the waiting period of the alumni to find a job is not significant. Therefore a new assessing indicator is needed. WOM has a persuasive role in influencing students in making a decision in which students talk positive things (Positive WOM) about the university to other people. A strong positive WOM is expected to influence prospective students to be interested and have an interest to study in that university.

III. LITERATURE REVIEW

2.1 The Effect of University Image on Trust

The image of University is a brand measurement of higher educations that becomes the characteristic of a university. [4][5] explains that a company image begins from customers and business players opinions about an organization as the product manufacturer as well as the results of the individual evaluation about it. Companies which have a good image can gain customer trust and interest to buy their products and service [6] This means that a good company image will cause customer trust. Company image gives a positive effect on customer trust [7]

H1: University image has a positive effect on

2.2 Effect of Image on Intention

The aims of a good Company image is to keep a company in business and the people in it continue to develop their creativity and give more benefits to others [8]. Meanwhile, stated that a brand that is known by buyers will influence their interest in making decisions to buy the product/brand.[9] The effect of a symbol of one product gives a meaning in customers’ decision making because the symbol and image are important aspects of advertising and have an effect on the customer interest to buy the products.

Brand image affects customers interest in buying a product.[10]. Image influences customer buying intention [11]. The Brand image directly influences the level of customer interest in buying a product [12].

H2: University image has a significantly positive effect on the intention of prospective students.

2.3 Effects of Trust on Student Intention

Trust is a descriptive notion of a person about something. The Trust will build an image of a brand and a product, people behave in accordance with their belief. [13] Trust as people consider their transactional partner is reliable and honest and have trust in it [14] [15] suggest that trust is the expectation of a cognitive or emotional standpoint.

Trust determines direct and indirect effects on the interest of internet users in buying through e-commerce.[16] Customer trust helps a company in increasing the customer interest in buying their product. [17]. Based on this explanation, customer trust in one brand will arise if the brand meets consumer expectations that will influence customer interest to buy the product.

H3: Trust has a positive and significant impact on student intention.

2.4 Word of Mouth (wom) Moderates The Effect of Trust on Student Intention

Word of mouth is defined as an overall communication from one person to others about a product, service or a company at one time [18]. Word of mouth is the exchange of comments, thoughts, or ideas between two or more consumers, where none of them is a source of marketing [19]

Word-of-mouth is not always communicated face to face [20]. Word of mouth might give a positive or negative effect [21]. A negative word-of-mouth is considered as customer complaints [22], meanwhile, positive word-of-mouth helps a company reducing their marketing cost. Sales and profits can be increased and positive word-of-mouth can attract new customers. Word of mouth has a significant effect on customer buying stage. [23]. Positive word-of-mouth has a moderating effect on the customer trust in buying a product. [24] This means that positive word-of-mouth has an important role to moderate customer decision. Word of mouth has a moderating effect and also consider the effect of trust on student interest in choosing a private university.

Therefore, whom can help prospective students trust in choosing a private university.

H4: Word-of-mouth has a moderating effect on the trust of customers intention in buying a product.

IV. METHODOLOGY

The population of this research is prospective students or students of High schools in Bandung. The populations of this study are prospective students or students at the high school in Bandung, with 135 students as samples. Survey method and questionnaires are used. A sampling technique that is used is convenience sampling that is a sampling procedure that chooses samples from an individual or unit that are most easily found or accessed [25]

Data analysis Technique that is used is structural equation modeling(SEM) based on component or a variance known as partial least square (PLS). According to Imam Ghozali (2008), partial least square (PLS) is a powerful analytical method that is not based on many assumptions. Data does not have to be a normal distribution and sample size is not necessarily big. There are two relations in partial least square (1) inner model which specify the relations between latent variables or is called structural in covariance SEM, 2) outer model which specifies the relations between latent variables and the indicator, or measuring model in covariance SEM

The variables that are used in this research are university image, trust, WOM, and interest. There are 14 indicators from 4 dimensions to measure the construct of university image, namely: available educational service, nature of the environment, provision of information, behavior and relationships between school communities [27]. Relating to
TRUST, who mentioned shared value communication and opportunistic behavior control [28] WOM uses nine indicators from 2 dimensions which are volume and dispersion. According to Schiffman and Kanuk, student interest uses five indicators that are: interested in finding information about products, curiosity about a product, keen to try, consider buying the product and hawking the product [29]

V. RESULTS

4.1. Descriptive Analysis

The descriptive analysis aims to explain university image, prospective student trust, word of mouth and student interest.

The respondent ratings on each variable that is interpreted in respondent average score can be seen in the table.

The interval of respondent’s average score is as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Interval</th>
<th>Category</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.00 – 1.79</td>
<td>Bad/Very Low/Very Negative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.80 – 2.59</td>
<td>Quite Bad/Low/Negative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.60 – 3.39</td>
<td>Average</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.40 – 4.19</td>
<td>Good/High/Positive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.20 – 5.00</td>
<td>Very Good/Very High/Very Positive</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

University Image

University trust is measured using 4 indicators. The following is data of average score recapitulation of respondents on four statements about university image.

From table 4.2 the grand mean of respondents score on the variable of university image is 3.21 and it is in the category of average referring to the guidelines in table 4.1.

| Items   | Score Total Score Mean Score |
|---------|-----------------------------|--------------------------|
|         | 5 4 3 2 1                   |                          |                          |
| 1       | 2 12 16 69 10              | 254                      | 2.33                     |
| 2       | 8 17 27 52 5              | 298                      | 2.73                     |
| 3       | 4 11 28 41 25            | 255                      | 2.34                     |
|         | **Grand Mean**            | **2.47**                 |                          |

Table 4.3 shows the grand mean of respondent total score on prospective student trust is 2.47 and it is in the low category based on the guidelines in table 4.1.

Word of Mouth

Word of mouth is measured through two indicators. The recapitulation of average respondent score on the two items about word of mouth variable is as follows:

| Items   | Score Total Score Mean Score |
|---------|-----------------------------|--------------------------|
|         | 5 4 3 2 1                   |                          |                          |
| 1       | 5 29 34 39 2              | 323                      | 2.96                     |
| 2       | 4 41 34 30 0             | 346                      | 3.17                     |
| 3       | 5 44 33 27 0            | 354                      | 3.25                     |
| 4       | 6 40 35 28 0            | 351                      | 3.22                     |
| 5       | 9 40 33 27 0            | 358                      | 3.28                     |
| 6       | 5 43 33 28 0            | 352                      | 3.23                     |
| 7       | 8 43 31 27 0            | 359                      | 3.29                     |
| 8       | 8 31 32 38 0            | 336                      | 3.08                     |
| 9       | 9 42 30 28 0            | 359                      | 3.29                     |
|         | **Grand Mean**            | **3.20**                 |                          |

Based on table 4.4, the grand mean of respondent score on word-of-mouth variable is 3.20 and it is in the average category according to the guidelines on table 4.1

The Intention of Prospective Students

Student interest is measured using five indicators. The recapitulation of average respondents’ score of the five statements on the interest of prospective student is described as follows:

| Items   | Score Total Score Mean Score |
|---------|-----------------------------|--------------------------|
|         | 5 4 3 2 1                   |                          |                          |
| 1       | 12 49 22 16 10            | 364                      | 3.34                     |
| 2       | 3 29 18 37 22            | 281                      | 2.58                     |
| 3       | 10 29 18 39 13           | 311                      | 2.85                     |

Table 4.5 Recapitulation of average respondent score about the intention of prospective students
Table 4.5 shows the grand mean of the respondent score on the variable of the intention of prospective students is 3.04 and it is in the average category referring to the guidelines in table 4.1. Furthermore, to test the hypothesis of the study, data is processed by structural equation modeling based on variance. Data processing using partial least square resulted in full model path diagram of the effect of university image on trust and its effect on the trust of prospective students using word-of-mouth as moderating variable described as follows:

Table 4.6 Summary of the result of Confirmatory Factor Analysis test of each latent variable
The data in table 4.6 shows that for the university image variable, the load factor of each variable is 0.50. This means that the 14 indicators are valid in measuring the latent variable of university image. The composite reliability and Cronbach’s alpha values are bigger than 0.7 which indicates that the fourteen indicators have consistency in measuring latent variable of university image. Variance extracted is 0.452 which indicates that on average 45.2% of the information in each indicator can be represented through variable latent of university image. The biggest load factor of the latent variable of university image is an X.1_3 indicator (a sufficient level of HRD). This means that the level of HRD is the highest in reflecting university image.

In latent variable of the word of mouth, the load factor of each indicator is bigger than 0.50. This means that the nine indicators are valid in measuring the latent variable of word-of-mouth. The composite reliability and Cronbach’s alpha is bigger than 0.7 indicating that the nine indicators have consistency in measuring word of mouth variable. Variance extracted is 0.718 indicating that on average 71.8% of the information in each indicator can be represented by a word of mouth variable. The biggest load factor of the word of mouth variable is an X.2_9 indicator (getting information about UTAMA from people who do not study in UTAMA). This means that getting information about UTAMA from those who do not study in UTAMA is stronger in reflecting word of mouth.

In latent variable of the trust of prospective students, the load factor of each indicator is bigger than 0.50. This indicates that the three indicators are valid in measuring prospective student trust variable. Composite reliability and Cronbach’s alpha is bigger than 0.7 indicating that both indicators have consistency in measuring trust variable. Variance extracted is 0.669 indicating that on average 66.9% of the information in each indicator can be represented through trust variable. The biggest load factor of trust variable is Y.1 (shared value) indicator. This means that shared value is the strongest indicator in reflecting the trust of prospective students.

In the latent variable of prospective student interest, the load factor of each indicator is 0.50. This shows that the five indicators are valid in measuring the interest variable. Composite reliability and Cronbach’s alpha are bigger than 0.7 indicating that the five indicators have consistency in measuring latent variable of student interest. Variance extracted 0.655 indicating that in average 65.5% of the information in each indicator can be represented through interest variable. The biggest load factor of student interest variable is Z.4 (consider to study at UTAMA) indicator. This means that the considering to study at UTAMA is the strongest indicator in reflecting prospective students’ interest.

4.2. Hypothesis Testing

After each measurement model of each latent variable is described. Hypothesis testing is conducted. The summary of hypothesis testing is as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sub-Structure</th>
<th>Path Coefficient</th>
<th>t-Value</th>
<th>R²</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>First</td>
<td>Image→Trust</td>
<td>0.575</td>
<td>2.229</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Image→Intention</td>
<td>0.108</td>
<td>1.714</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Trust→Intention</td>
<td>0.205</td>
<td>2.231</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>WOM→Intention</td>
<td>0.136</td>
<td>1.785</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Trust+WOM</td>
<td>0.135</td>
<td>1.770</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*tcritical = 1.96

Through determination coefficient score (R-square) in Table 4.7, university image has an effect on prospective students as much as 33.3%. The image of university and the trust of prospective students which are moderated by word of mouth give an effect on student intention as much as 42.3%.

VI. CONCLUSION

5.1 The effect of university image on the trust of prospective students

Based on test results in Table 4.7, statistical university image on prospective-student trust (9.639) is bigger than critical (1.96). This means that university image affects the trust of prospective students. The results of this study provide empirical evidence that a better image of a university will lead to a higher trust of prospect students. The results are consistent with [30] [31] which have stated that a company image gives a positive effect on customer trust. This means that a good reputation of one company will give a trust from the customers. In this research, a university which has a positive image reflect a good quality educational service and consistency in maintaining their reputation and credibility that make prospective students believe that the university they have chosen will provide their needs and will ultimately make prospective student trust.

5.2 Effect of Prospective student Trust on Student Intention

Based on test results in table 4.7, t statistic of university image on the interest of prospective students (1.978) is bigger than critical (1.96). This means that university image has an effect on prospective student interest. This result gives an empirical evidence that a better image of a university will lead to a higher interest of prospective students. This also explains that university image with its available educational service, environment nature, provision of information, behavior and relationship between school communities become a reference for prospective students in choosing a private university.

5.3 Effect of Prospective student Trust on Student Intention

Based on test results presented in Table 4.7 t statistic of student trust (2.287) is bigger than critical (1.96), meaning that prospective student trust has an effect on the satisfaction of accounting information. The results of this study provide empirical evidence that a higher trust given by prospective students to a university will increase the interest of prospective students. This means that trust variable t with Shared value.
indicator, communication, and behavior control significantly influence prospective student interest. Student interest will arise if the university can fulfill their needs and it can influence them to choose the university. This result is consistent with research by [32] that stated that trust has a positive effect on interest.

Based on test results presented in Table 4.7 t statistic of prospective student trust which is moderated by word of mouth (3.467) is bigger than critical(1.96), meaning that prospective student trust which is moderated by word of mouth has an effect on prospective student interest. The study provides empirical evidence that a prospective student trust supported by word of mouth will positively enhance student interest. This result is supported by [33] that stated that positive word-of-mouth has a moderating effect on customer trust and customer purchase intention.
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